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East feeds West: The Curse of different Temporalities
The paper will raise the question in how far anachronistic labels given to the
European East are based today on the criteria of topical attractiveness, scientific economy and political applicability and in how far they create nowadays
a new hegemonic narrative of geographical and historical exclusion of this art
region from the global studies. The widely neglected issue of separate histories, political shifts and subsequent different temporalities of East and West
is still a burden, which results in ongoing evocation of stereotypes related to
the political resistance of Eastern European art. In contrast, contemporary
critical interventions and ‘re-enactments’ of non-existent political reality by
several artists rooted in Eastern European discourses, such as e.g. the Irwin
Group, Bálint Szombathy, Kenny McBride, and Pavel Brăila, will be presented
as critical forms touching upon time, remembrance, and oblivion after 1989.
These interventions, reflecting the remaining split in European identity, can
serve as polemical pleas for pluralistic modalities of time in contemporary art
history and its globalized ambitions.
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